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Embedding business
in culture, and creativity
in business to develop
entrepreneurial cultural
organisations and
innovative businesses.
For Aegon, art is a powerful agent for change and
there’s a lot that firms can learn from the power
of art to drive their business to greater success.
Adrian Grace, CEO Aegon commenting on sponsorship
of The Amazing World of MC Escher/Arthur Melville
at the National Galleries of Scotland.

Be prepared to learn a lot of what’s
happening between business & arts.
Garry Dalton, Account Executive, Keegan & Pennykid
(Insurance Brokers) Ltd.
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Arts & Business Scotland

WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO
Arts & Business Scotland is a charity that supports
cultural and economic wellbeing by developing
creative & business skills across the corporate and
cultural sectors in Scotland.
Since establishment in 1986, we have worked with
more than 1,400 businesses and invested more than
£7.5 million into the cultural sector through an
incentive funding scheme that enables innovative
reciprocal social, economic and creative partnerships
between business and cultural organisations.
We develop capacity, knowledge and resilience
through our membership scheme, training, access
to networks and business acumen, making both
the cultural and business sectors more efficient,
innovative and entrepreneurial.

OUR VISION
A Scotland where the cultural and business
sectors connect and thrive.

OUR MISSION
Embedding business in culture, and creativity
in business to develop entrepreneurial cultural
organisations and innovative businesses.
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OUR OBJECTIVES
• The benefits of collaboration between the business
and cultural sectors are valued and well-recognised
• The number and value of cross sector collaborations
influenced by A&BS increases year on year
• Cultural organisations and businesses secure new 		
knowledge and skills to help their development
and sustainability
• Scottish culture is recognised as a significant
contributor to Scotland’s economic growth
• Creativity and cultural engagement are central to the
lives of individuals and the lifeblood of communities
GOVERNANCE
We are governed by a Board of Trustees, who are members of the
company limited by guarantee. The minimum number of trustees
is 3 and the maximum is 12. Trustees are elected for a term
of 3 years and are eligible to stand for a second term of 3 years.
Trustees represent the business, public and cultural sectors,
ensuring that we maintain and extend our expertise, intelligence
and knowledge on the cultural, social and economic issues,
challenges and opportunities faced by our stakeholders.
Trustees are given appropriate access to training and
opportunities to develop governance expertise, and they
are provided with the necessary information for them
to discharge their governance obligations.
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OUR VALUES
Collaboration

Listening to and respecting each other whilst working
together to achieve mutually beneficial cross sector results.

Commitment

Working with urgency and focus to be successful
from internal individual and organisational perspectives
as well as external stakeholder perspectives.

Empowerment

Providing our stakeholders with the relevant
professional programmes of activity, services
and resources to enable them to be resilient
and sustainable.

Ownership

Taking ownership of our stakeholder needs
and being accountable for delivering friendly
and professional programmes of activity,
services and relevant resources.

Personal development

Valuing, encouraging and enabling learning,
feedback, coaching and mentoring.

Recognition

Recognising and rewarding our stakeholders contributions
towards creating a Scotland where culture is recognised
and cherished as a creative, social and economic driver.

Diversity

Valuing people’s differences and promoting inclusion
to ensure that every individual has equal access to our
training, events, services and employment opportunities.
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Proud, privileged and honoured to have
supported the production of The Fairy’s Kiss
by Scottish Ballet...This partnership has been
of one of great pride for our business and a
most enjoyable and memorable experience
for our employees and our clients
John Austin, Check It Scaffold Services Ltd.

THE CHALLENGE & OUR AMBITION
As Scotland faces financial, societal and environmental
challenges, there is a need to establish creative partnerships
between the business and cultural sectors that bring innovative
reciprocal cultural, social and economic benefits.
In an evolving and shifting public funding climate, with a significant
reduction of funding from statutory funding bodies, trusts and
foundations and local authorities, cultural organisations need
to shift from a subsidy to sustainability mind-set by developing
refreshed operational models which unlock organisational potential.
In an evolving commercial world where there is a need to innovate,
businesses need to use culture and creativity to recognise and
develop new market opportunities and distinguish themselves
from their competitors to unlock commercial potential.
Our ambition is to devise and implement programmes and services
that bring creative thinking to the workplace and create a number
of market place opportunities for the culture and business sectors
to connect and thrive.
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It has been an eye-opener working with the Rockfield
Centre and Locating Lorne – we’ve learned much
more about how artists work and how our services
are relevant to them. We’re looking forward to keeping
up our sponsorship and seeing how this develops
for the Oban and Lorne area.
lain Coates, Hazelbank Motors, on their sponsorship of the Locating Lorne project
devised by Deirdre MacKenna (Cultural Documents) and led by The Rockfield Centre
(Oban Communities Trust).
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THREE STRATEGIC THEMES
Our three strategic themes provide the framework
for our strategic outcomes, objectives, activities
and our performance measures:-

1. ADVOCACY
2. SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
3. BROKERING RELATIONSHIPS

This project built on our ethos of “doing things
differently” by opening new doors to our community
with a new cultural offer to the area but also building
a baseline and potential collaborations for the future.
Oban Communities Trust on their project Locating Lorne, made possible through
The Rockfield Centre (Oban Communities Trust) on their partnerships with Glenburnie Hotel
and Hazelbank Motors.
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ADVOCACY
We foster dynamic relationships between business,
local authorities, the arts and heritage communities to
deliver ambitious and innovative cultural experiences
for visitors and the people of Scotland and embed
creativity and innovation in businesses.
OUTCOMES
• Increased cash and in-kind support from business to enable
cultural projects across the length and breadth of Scotland
• Increased contribution of cultural tourism to the Scottish economy
• The value of culture in terms of the creative, societal and
economic impacts across Scotland is more widely understood
• Improved knowledge and understanding of the value of cross
sector partnership working and collaboration

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS
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A&BS Awards

Ceremony celebrating and raising awareness
of enterprising cross sector partnerships.

Culture & Business Fund
Scotland

Reception recognising and celebrating the
positive impacts that funded partnerships
bring to society.

Development Forums

Presentations at networking events by innovative
cultural and business partners on the value
of partnership working.

Business to Business Forums

Sector networking and knowledge transfer
sessions on value of cultural partnerships.

Case Studies of best practice
cross sector working

Promoting and publishing evaluations and evidence
of the benefits of cross sector collaborations (social
cohesion, health & wellbeing, cultural tourism etc.)
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With careful placement of promotional displays at the
various Magic Festival venues, digital & social media
exposure and inclusion within the Magic Festival’s own
multi-media advertising & PR activities, Central Car
Auctions name and brand identity was well placed to
offer audiences a little bit of our own kind of magic.
Central Car Auctions on their Year Two sponsorship
of the Edinburgh International Magic Festival.

The C&BFS sponsorship made our decision to
support Eden Court easier…We realise that sponsoring
a popular event like the pantomime has enabled us
to reach new people. We have sponsored football in the
past but not the arts. I had not appreciated how busy
Eden Court is and they are not all the same people
who go to the football.
Cairngorm Group Ltd, on their support of Eden Court
Highland’s production of Snow White.
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Events are well organised, well attended
and always good speakers...Excellent forum
for exchanging information and learning
new skills... It’s by far the best forum around
to find out about cultural activities and the
link with business opportunities.
Scott Craig, Scott-Moncrieff.

Interesting, open and welcoming.
Open to questions and progressive.
Ian Brown, RSM.

Clear concise topic delivery
with opportunity to input
at events and after events.
Audrey Carlin, WASPS.

Been to many conferences this month –
friendly ‘non stuffy’ format makes
A&BS always one to look forward to.
SJ Dooley, Events Manager, EventScotland.
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ADVOCACY

Well worth crossing
Scotland in mid winter.
Jane Mayo, Chairman, Campbeltown
Community Business Ltd.

Who knew corporate
partnerships could be so
much fun?! Really enjoyed
the presentations. Lots of
thought provoking content.
Emma Crawshaw, CEO,
Crew 2000 (Scotland).
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SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
We build business and cultural sector resilience
through training, mentoring and knowledge
transfer activities.
OUTCOMES
• Increased organisational governance and management skills
across the length and breadth of Scotland
• Increased business acumen for the cultural and business sectors
to become more efficient, innovative and entrepreneurial while
maintaining core values
• Increased ratio of self-generated income within the cultural
organisations
• Increased exchange of services and products between the
business and cultural sectors

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS
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Governance programme

Trustee training, business analysis,
strategic planning, board development
and trustee recruitment.

Capacity Building programme

Fundraising, sponsorship and
entrepreneurship training.

Business Briefings

Seminars drawing on expertise of A&BS
members to facilitate cross-sector sharing
of professional advice/knowledge/skills.

Development Forums

Presentations at networking events on
business related issues for the cultural sector.

Chair Matters

Seminars on topical issues for the
Chairs of cultural organisations.
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An unexpected outcome from the partnership
is that we have developed a closer relationship
with Link Group around issues such as
multi-generational housing, which we are now
working on together to explore and identify
potential sustainable, socially responsible
delivery models.
Claire Pattullo, Edinburgh Social Enterprise,
Social in the Gardens 2017 project.

The timing of the proposal came at a crucial stage
in the development of the business. While there were
clear benefits to a collaboration with Bloody Scotland –
an established and well-respected Stirling based
event, the C&BFS match-funding gave our business
the opportunity to punch well above its weight as we
looked to increase our brand profile/awareness.
Stirling Gin Limited, on their cash & in-kind sponsorship of Bloody Scotland:
The Caledonian Crime Writing Festival.
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We have learnt about the King’s Theatre and how to
work within the heritage of the building to maximise
brand opportunities, we learnt how to work alongside
the producing company Qdos, and we continue
to learn about the press and media in Scotland to
maximise PR opportunities.
Caroline Martin, Dale Farm (Rowen Glen dairy producer).
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SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Through our partnership we have learned that
music and the arts brings people from all walks
of life together. Supporting Mugstock has in turn
supported our Marketing strategy to reach
a wider audience through the music festival…
our partnership with Mugstock has supported
and enabled growth in occupancy levels at
our Commercial Business Park.
The Directors of Rosemount Workspace Ltd.
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BROKERING RELATIONSHIPS
We enable effective collaboration between the
business and the cultural sectors to provide solutions
to specific opportunities or challenges they face.
OUTCOMES
• Business uses creativity to innovate and develop
market opportunities
• Increased creative engagement in the workplace
leading to increased innovative thinking
• Increased trustee recruitment addressing equalities,
diversity and inclusion
• Increased business investment in cultural projects
• Increased match-funded cultural and creative projects
• Increased number and geographical location
of cultural and business members

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS
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Culture & Business Fund
Scotland (C&BFS)

Incentive match funding to encourage creative
partnerships between business and culture for
reciprocal benefits.

A&BS Membership scheme

Access to extensive networks and reciprocal expertise.

Board Bank

Programme placing business professionals on cultural
boards for reciprocal professional development.

Creativity at Work

Artist residencies within business for
strategic and operational benefits.

Development Forums

Cross sector networking events to
facilitate partnership working.

Business to Business Forums

Sector networking and knowledge transfer
on the value of and return on cultural partnerships.

Culture and Business Forums

Regional cluster cross sector working to
support local cultural offers that bring societal
and economic impacts.
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Privileged to have collaborated with Fèis Rois on this
unique cultural project that is so inextricably linked
to the harbour...We are looking forward to continuing
our relationship with Fèis Rois in future years.
Kevin Peach, CEO and Harbourmaster, Ullapool Harbour Trust.

This was a great event that brought the whole community
together, it was a great weekend with hundreds of
members of the public... it was a very interactive event
which everyone felt a part of and it also generated a
large amount of press and publicity for the company
which is also very good.
Sean MacDonald, BAM Construction, sponsors of The People’s Tower;
Dundee’s Royal Arch project with Dundee Institute of Architects.
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BROKERING RELATIONSHIPS

The Scottish Salmon Company were delighted to
continue our support for the Theatre in Schools
Scotland programme. A programme which closely
mirrors our own values with its community focus
and commitment to the arts reaching remote and
rural areas of Scotland. As the leading producer of
premium salmon with operations only in Scotland,
we are proud to include Theatre in Schools Scotland
in the range of sporting and cultural activities we
support in the Scottish communities where our
500 staff work and live.
Craig Anderson, CEO, Scottish Salmon Company.
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SUPPORTING SCOTTISH
GOVERNMENT NATIONAL
OUTCOMES & CULTURAL
STRATEGY FOR SCOTLAND
Our strategic objectives, outcomes and activites
help to realise the Scottish Government’s aspiration
of creating a more successful Scotland where
there are opportunities for all through increasing
sustainable economic growth.
We work with the public, private and charitable
sectors to contribute to a number of the Scottish
Government’s Strategic Objectives and National
Outcomes as well as the implementation
of the Scottish Government’s Cultural Strategy
for Scotland.
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National

1. We live in a Scotland
that is the most attractive
place for doing business
in Europe.

2. We realise our full
economic potential
with more and better
employment opportunities
for our people.

3. We are better educated,
more skilled and more
successful, renowned for
our research and innovation.

Strategic Themes
ADVOCACY

SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT

BROKERING
RELATIONSHIPS

Our Awards and Culture
& Business Fund Scotland
(C&BFS) Reception celebrate
the quality and impact
of regional cultural activity
and how that improves
quality of life for communities.

Our Governance and
Capacity Building training
programmes provide tools for
cultural organisations, Local
Authorities and Cultural Trusts
to develop local cultural
infrastructures,which support
place making initiatives.

Our work with local
authorities and Chambers
of Commerce develops
regional ‘Culture & Business’
forums to support cultural
offer locally.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate the
quality and impact of
innovation and entrepreneurial
work within the cultural sector.

Our Governance and
Capacity Building training
programmes provide tools
for cultural organisations
to develop new business
models and diversify income
streams which creates
jobs in the cultural sector.

Our networking and
membership events
(Development Forums,
Culture & Business Forums)
enable cross sector
collaborative possibilities.

Our Governance and
Capacity Building training,
Business Briefings and
Chair Matters programmes
provide tools for culture,
heritage organisations,
Local Authorities and
Cultural Trusts to explore
innovative and new
approaches to working.

Our networking and
membership events
(Development Forums,
Culture & Business Forums)
and Board Bank programme
highlight best practice,
create cross sector
mentoring and knowledge
share opportunities.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception share innovative
and entrepreneurial
cross sector best practice
to develop cross sectoral
intelligence.
Our Development Forums
and Business to Business
Forums share innovative and
entrepreneurial cross sector
best practice to encourage
creativity in the workplace.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to enhance local
cultural offers.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to enable
entrepreneurial cross
sector partnership working.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to enable learning
through cross sector
partnership working.

4. Our young people
are successful learners,
confident individuals,
effective contributors
and responsible citizens.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate
community, people
and place, providing
exemplarengagement
and learning opportunities
for young people.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to enable
engagement and
learning opportunities
to develop people skills.

10. We live in well
designed, sustainable
places where we are able
to access the amenities
and services we need.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate
cross sector partnerships
that enable sustainable
delivery of cultural activities.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to enable
sustainable delivery
of cultural activities.
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National

11. We have strong,
resilient and supportive
communities where people
take responsibility for
their own actions and
how they affect others.

12. We value and enjoy
our built and natural
environment and protect
it and enhance it for future
generations.

13. We take pride in a
strong, fair and inclusive
national identity.

Strategic Themes
ADVOCACY

SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT

BROKERING
RELATIONSHIPS

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate
community, people and
place making initiatives
that contribute to the
development of civic
pride and responsibility
within communities.

Our Governance and
Capacity Building training,
Business Briefings and
Chair Matters programmes
provides cultural organisations
with the tools to enhance
local cultural offers to
engender a sense of
civic pride/responsibility
within communities.

Our work with local authorities
and Chambers of Commerce
develops regional ‘Culture
& Business’ forums, to
support cultural offer locally
to engender a sense of civic
pride within communities.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate place
making initiatives that
enhance and protect
Scotland’s heritage.

Our Governance and Capacity
Building training, Business
Briefings and Chair Matters
programmes provide cultural
organisations with the tools
to create sustainable business
models to maintain and
develop Scotland’s heritage.

Our work with local
authorities and Chambers
of Commerce to develop
regional ‘Culture & Business’
forums, supports local cultural
and heritage provision

Our C&BFS provides funding
to cross sector partnerships
that empower communities
through cultural engagement.

Our C&BFS provides
funding to cross sector
partnerships that develop
and sustain our heritage.
Our C&BFS funds national
projects which celebrate
Scottish culture and
promote this to the broadest
local,national and
international audiences.

Our Awards and
C&BFS Reception
celebrate community,
people and place making
initiatives that involve the
broadest communities.

Our work with local
authorities and Chambers
of Commerce through
regional ‘Culture & Business’
forums, celebrates local
cultural identity as part of
a diverse Scottish culture.
14. We reduce the local
and global environmental
impact of our consumption
and production.

Our Awards and C&BFS
Reception celebrate the
quality and impact of
innovation and entrepreneurial
work within the cultural
sector, including
environmental sustainability.

Our Governance and
Capacity Building training,
Business Briefings and
ChairMatters programmes
provide cultural organisations
across Scotland with the
tools to create sustainable
business models.

Our networking &
membership events
(Development Forums,
Culture & Business Forums)
and Board Bank programme
highlight best practice, create
cross sectoral mentoring
and knowledge share
opportunities around
environmental sustainability.
Our C&BFS provides funding
to enable sustainable delivery
of cultural activities.
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OUR REVENUES
We receive annual funding from the Scottish
Government via Creative Scotland of £300k, which
is restricted funding for our Culture & Business
Fund Scotland grants programme.
In addition, we are a Revenue Funded Organisation
(RFO) client of Creative Scotland, with annual core
funding of £200k confirmed until 31st March 2021.
We also receive project funding from Creative
Scotland and other public funding bodies to deliver
a number of restricted funded programme initiatives.
Figures for our RFO 2019–20 and 2020–21 grant
settlements are projected, as the Scottish Government
grant in aid to Creative Scotland for later years are
still to be confirmed.
A significant proportion of our unrestricted income
is also generated through our membership
subscriptions, events and training programmes,
project management and consultancy work.
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INCOME 2018–2019
Our Income comes from unrestricted grants from Creative Scotland
and restricted grants including: Scottish Government, Creative Scotland,
The Heritage Lottery Fund, Historic Environment Scotland and
Skills Development Scotland. Self-generated income comes through:
membership, training events, consultancy and investments.

Creative Scotland
RFO Funding
£200,000

Restricted
Project Funds
£259,381

Unrestricted
£308,200

Membership
£45,000

Restricted
£559,381

Events &
Consultancy
£62,000
Investments
£1,200

Culture & Business
Fund Scotland
£300,000
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EXPENDITURE 2018 – 2019
A large amount of our expenditure is ringfenced restricted funding for the Culture and Business
Fund Scotland (C&BFS) investment programme. Other restricted charitable activities include the
marketing and training for C&BFS, with a combination of restricted and unrestricted charitable
activities covering the delivery of board and governance training events, Development Forums.
Business Briefings and Fundraising and Sponsorship training, with administration kept to a
minimum of approximately 3% of total turnover.

Governance
£1,329
General
Fundraising costs
£3,100

Other
Charitable
Activities
£324,954

Other
Charitable
Activities
£255,763

Unrestricted
£295,903

Restricted
£559,382

General
Fundraising costs
£28,056
Governance
£12,085

Culture & Business
Fund Scotland
£230,000
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